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The 10 steps Heritage International School have taken to prepare and move the entire school to an 
online, distance learning plan. 

The outline and purpose of school’s Crisis Management Plan (linked to our general Risk Management Policy that covers all risk to
the school as an organisation.  TRUST & CONFIDENCE is everything.

What are our main communication tools and how we use them to manage the school and wider school community widely.

The principle of not a “”SNOW DAY” mind-set approach from the beginning to establishing the idea of the “NEW NORMAL” as 
the Covid-19 crisis lasts as an unprecedented global crisis. How to establish the “School/Office hours” daily principle.

What is a Distance Learning Plan (DLP)?  What should it look like? What does it establish to move a school online under the 
principle of “The school is open, only the campus is closed”.

The importance of a robust Online Safety Policy underpinning the DLP. Duty of care to staff & students.

The online platform – Google Classroom suite –taking the school online.

How to train staff effectively – how to train staff remotely. Getting your DLP group of eduTech champions to lead

Issues to think about for the Leadership Team – reassuring parents, staff and STUDENTS. 

How do we establish “off-line learning” if taking the entire school online to learn is not easy or possible?

Leading the community – the role and importance of the administration to respond to an unprecedented global crisis.









The change in Level 2 was communicated 
immediately to all staff, all students and all parents 
through email, postings on school FB, Website & 
Twitter.

TRUST & CONFIDENCE are the absolute key in 
ensuring the whole school community come with 
the school in a very unknown challenge without a 
clear ending.  

We spoke to schools who had already experienced 
this in affected societies and their message was 
really clear to us as a school team – make sure you 
have clear, open and regular communications to 
reassure and make sure everyone understands 
what you are doing and why.  In a crisis like this, 
where everyone is concerned, wasting time on 
complaints and mis-information wastes a lot of 
energy needed to respond and lead through the 
crisis.



Our distance learning plan follows the successful schools that have already 
developed this to take their schools online successfully so only the campus is closed. 
This is shared with all the community and the link is in our website under our section 
for Covid-19.  Schools are welcome to adopt it and use it for their context:
mehttps://sites.google.com/heritage.md/distancelearning/home 

https://sites.google.com/heritage.md/distancelearning/home


Our school’s virtual classrooms – all on Google Classroom







Assigning tasks on the screen 



Tools used vary according to the necessity:



Reading together





Collaborative writing



Assignments



Some advice for successful remote teaching/learning:





1)Connectivity/hardware needed such as webcams, laptops, tablets – estimated 80-90% of teachers in MD have 

technology so it is a more a reluctance to step outside of our comfort zones!

2)– every student will need a school gmail account being created for this to work

3)Your senior leader responsible for the curriculum will need to have the Google classroom codes from each member of 

staff.  This allows the administration to see the lessons are happening – key to accountability.

4)The principle of school hours is key so the regular schedules and lessons are followed.

5)When students log onto the Google Hangouts – this is the register for the class.

6)This has created a whole new teaching and learning pedagogy from online etiquette issues, for example ensuring 

students are not in pyjamas, to making sure students are not always on the screen for 6 hours.  The DLP specifies the 

balance of this for students.  There are wonderful free resources being shared around the World for free and to make 

this work. Thus we are creating real independent learners owning their education.

7)Interactive, engaging and challenging learning is the name of the game and across all phases teachers have quickly 

become familiar with how they create lessons using this medium. It is is a lot of hard work for teachers but our learners 

have responded well. Be aware that are parents are now literally in our classrooms on the other side of the screen.

8)This will create its own momentum and you will find solutions as you go on.  Doing nothing, though, is not an option!

Teachers:



One last thought:

‘If we teach today’s students the way we taught yesterday’s, we 
rob them of TOMORROW’. (John Dewey)


